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The Economic Benefits of a Clean Chicago River

Executive Summary
Decades ago Chicago magazine published “Our Friendless River” when the Chicago River was
still a neglected back alleyway full of sewage and trash. Since then the story has changed and the
investments we have made in the Chicago River have had a powerful positive impact which can
be measured in increased miles of trail, species of fish, and
activity above, below, and along the water including whole
new communities and riverfront uses.
The investments we have made, required by the Clean
Water Act in some cases and inspired by pioneering vision
in others have improved water quality, making the river a
better home for wildlife and a better resource for our
communities.
However, we are not done yet.

Whether by boat or along the bank, the
Chicago River provides relaxation and
recreation for visitors and a revenue base for
local businesses.
Courtesy of Chef Didier Durand

We must continue to invest in infrastructure and ideas
that will complete the Chicago River’s transformation to a
true community resource which serves as a natural,
recreational, and economic asset. Only then can the Chicago River become one of the world’s
greatest metropolitan rivers.

Fortunately investing in the Chicago River pays us back—not only as a community resource but
in income for people, income for business, income for government, and with much needed jobs.
This study explores several of the essential investments that have or will contribute to the
Chicago River’s continued improvement and how those investments will provide a positive
return for the region.
Looking at the Chicago River through an economic lens tells us:
•

•

A clean, accessible Chicago River is good for our economy: Investing in clean water
technologies like the Tunnel and Reservoir Plan (TARP), sewage effluent disinfection,
green infrastructure, public parks, and other riverfront amenities generates business
income, individual income, tax revenue, and jobs.
Each dollar invested provides a 70% return through business revenue, tax revenue,
and income while creating 52,400 construction jobs and 846 permanent operations
and maintenance jobs: Completed, planned, and proposed construction results in nearly
$8 billion in business revenue, $244 million in tax revenue, $4 billion in income and
related construction jobs. Operations and maintenance will generate $130 million in
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•

•

•

•

business revenues, $6 million in taxes, $81 million in income and associated jobs all of
which will continue to accumulate annually.
Finishing the Tunnel and Reservoir Plan sooner will reduce flood damage faster:
Since the first TARP reservoir went on line in 1998, regionally we have avoided $250
million in flood damage. Finishing the construction of the Thornton and McCook
reservoirs will provide an additional savings of $130 million per year.
Removing stormwater through green infrastructure saves money: Urban
development and engineering decisions often direct clean rain water into pipes directed to
our sewage treatment plants where we pay for its treatment. Executing a regional green
infrastructure plan would reduce the load.
New parks and public amenities increase property value and quality of life: The City
of Chicago and Chicago Park District have invested millions in land acquisition,
improvement, and access which has already brought thousands of people to the river.
Those investments, coupled with future planned projects will provide more and better
public access, new jobs and associated revenues, and an important tourist attraction with
the emerging Chicago Riverwalk.
People want the Chicago River to be part of their lives: Ninety-five percent of
stakeholders surveyed indicated that the river has a positive effect on their quality of life,
including important characteristics such as the quality of available water-based recreation
opportunities and the scenic value of the river as a real estate amenity. This demonstrates
that improvements to the Chicago River can provide significant value to people in
addition to supporting jobs, business revenues, incomes and tax revenues.

BY THE NUMBERS
Total Economic Impact of Constructing TARP, Disinfection at Three Plants, Green
Infrastructure and City and Chicago Park District Investments
Jobs: 52,400

Revenue: $7.9 billion

Total Annual Economic Impact of Operating TARP, Disinfection at Three Plants, Green
Infrastructure and City and Chicago Park District Investments
Annual Jobs: 846
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Tunnel and Reservoir Plan
The Tunnel and Reservoir Plan (TARP) has already eliminated 85% of the combined sewer
overflows (CSOs) that pollute the Chicago River and harm people and wildlife. Since the first
TARP tunnels went on line in 1986, fish populations have increased from seven to 70 and
the riverfront has become the lifeblood of the city and suburbs it flows through. Finishing
TARP will almost completely eliminate CSOs and drastically reduce flooding which causes
tens of millions of dollars in damage each year. TARP to date has cost $2.3 billion and its
completion will cost $1.3 billion more.
TARP Phase 1 Construction Impacts
Construction Jobs:
24,637

Business Revenue:
$4.1 billion

Tax Revenue:
$124 million

Income:
$2.1 billion

TARP Phase 1 Annual Operations and Maintenance Impacts
Annual Jobs: 230

Annual Business
Revenue:
$45 million

Annual Tax
Revenue:
$2.8 million

Annual Income:
$32 million

TARP Phase 2 Construction Impacts
Construction Jobs:
12,670

Business Revenue:
$2.1 billion

Tax Revenue:
$64 million

Income:
$1.1 billion

TARP Phase 2 Annual Operations and Maintenance Impacts
Annual Jobs: 170

Annual Business
Revenue:
$30 million

Annual Tax
Revenue:
$930,000

Annual Income:
$16 million

Reduced Expenditures for Flood Damage Since 1998 Because of TARP
$250 million
Avoided Costs from Flood Damage from TARP
Thornton:
$40 million/annually
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Sewage Effluent Disinfection
Installing disinfection technologies at the three sewage treatment plants that discharge into
the Chicago River will eliminate the harmful pathogens from the 1.2 billion gallons of sewage
effluent that is discharged every day. Treating the effluent, which composes 70% of the
water in the river system, will make the river safer for people to recreate in and on. Plans for
disinfection are already underway for the two priority plants, Calumet and O'Brien. No
definitive deadline has been set for Stickney despite emerging recreational use of the river
downstream. Sewage effluent disinfection for Calumet and O’Brien will cost $108 million.
Disinfection at Stickney is estimated to be $300 million more.
Construction for Disinfection at Calumet and O'Brien Plants Impacts
Construction Jobs:
1,141

Business Revenue:
$188 million

Tax Revenue:
$6 million

Income:
$96 million

Calumet and O'Brien Annual Operations and Maintenance for Impacts
Annual Jobs: 45

Annual Business
Revenue:
$8 million

Annual Tax
Revenue:
$510,000

Annual Income:
$6 million

Construction for Disinfection at Stickney Plants Impacts
Construction Jobs:
3,202

Business Revenue:
$527 million

Tax Revenue:
$16 million

Income:
$270 million

Stickney Annual Operations and Maintenance for Stickney Impacts
Annual Jobs: 73
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Annual Business
Revenue:
$14 million

Annual Tax
Revenue:
$840,000
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Green Infrastructure
Developing and implementing a regional green infrastructure plan will reduce CSOs and
runoff pollution while providing many ancillary benefits including protecting stormwater,
reducing flooding, adding habitat, allowing for more and better public open space, and
mitigating impacts of climate change. A $500 million investment regionally over 15 years
would reduce inputs to the sewer system 1.4 billion gallons.
Green Infrastructure Construction Impacts
Construction Jobs:
9,639

Business Revenue:
$864 million

Tax Revenue:
$31 million

Income:
$477 million

Green Infrastructure Annual Operations and Maintenance Impacts
Annual Jobs: 268

Annual Business
Revenue:
$28 million

Annual Tax
Revenue:
$980,000

Annual Income:
$15 million

Cumulative Wastewater Treatment Avoided Costs
$1.9 million in savings

A Green Infrastructure Comparison
By comparison other cities are investing a great deal more. Philadelphia will spend $1.2 billion
over 15 years to address these same issues. Increased green infrastructure investment
would result in a much more significant positive impact.
Green Infrastructure Construction Comparison Impacts
Construction Jobs:
32,156

Business Revenue:
$2.9 billion

Tax Revenue:
$102 million

Income:
$1.6 billion

Green Infrastructure Comparison Annual Operations and Maintenance Impacts
Permanent Jobs:
1,162

Business Revenue:
$121 million

Tax Revenue:
$4 million

Income:
$66 million

Cumulative Wastewater Treatment Comparison Avoided Costs
$4.6 million in savings
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Public Investments in Parks and Amenities
The City of Chicago and Chicago Park District have created wonderful new public open
spaces along the river including miles of trail, new or improved riverfront parks, and public
boat launches. Their investments in underbridge connections, parkland, soon-to-beboathouses and the Chicago Riverwalk are excellent examples of how municipalities have
established new and better access to a cherished and needed natural and recreational
resource. The projects examined in this report totaled $93 million.
Parks and Amenities Construction Impacts
Construction Jobs:
1,111

Business Revenue:
$160 million

Tax Revenue:
$3.4 million

Income:
$84 million

Parks and Amenities Annual Operations and Maintenance Impacts
Annual Jobs: 60

Business Revenue:
$6 million

Tax Revenue:
$210,000

Income:
$3 million

These findings provide a strong justification which underscores the urgent need for continued
capital investment into improving the Chicago River. These investments support the local
economy, reduce regulatory burdens and improve quality of life. If we do not complete TARP,
invest in green technologies regionally, and fully implement disinfection technologies at all the
wastewater treatment plants that discharge to the Chicago River we will not have met the
requirements of the Clean Water Act or the desires of the people who live, work, or visit the
Chicago River watershed.
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Purpose and Objectives of the Study
One of the issues that hinders investment in infrastructure improvements and prevents policy
changes which will transform the Chicago River is the lack of data that quantifies the specific
positive return on investment. While Openlands and
Friends of the Chicago River have taken a preliminary
look at the economic value of scattered projects and
initiatives over the last 30 years, no one has yet quantified
the potential investment and economic opportunity of
cleaning up the river. Without hard data, elected officials
are often reticent to support infrastructure projects that on
the surface appear to be only environmental in nature.
Tough economic times make these decisions even more
difficult.

Flowing through the heart of Chicago, the
Chicago River system also connects over 100
neighborhoods and municipalities.Courtesy of
Rob Kuehnle

The motivation for this undertaking was to substantiate
the economic impact of what an improved Chicago
River would do for Chicago and the region, including direct and indirect benefits such as new
jobs, reduced flooding, increased property values and proximity to natural areas, trails, and open
space.
This specific information on the overall benefits and
financial impact will give elected officials and decisionmakers accurate and useful information to back up their
support for needed policy changes. This analysis
describes the costs of cleaning up the Chicago River as an
economic return on investment which will appeal to
members of the business community, local elected
officials and economic development professionals. Right
now is a particularly good time to develop this tool
because there is so much momentum and enthusiasm for
the river after the successes of 2011. This tool will
provide the leverage we need to spur additional policy
changes on behalf of the Chicago River system.

Objectives and Description of Work

In May 2011, U.S. Senator Dick Durbin, U.S.
Representative Mike Quigley and Illinois
Attorney General Lisa General Lisa Madigan
tour the Chicago River with U.S. Senator
Mark Kirk and USEPA Region V Administrator
Susan Hedman (not pictured) following the
USEPA’s notification that the water quality
standards must be upgraded to protect public.

This study estimates the economic impacts of several distinct improvements to the Chicago
River system. The first is the investment in riverfront amenities by the City of Chicago and
Chicago Park District between 1998-2009. The second investment to be evaluated is the
completion of the Tunnel and Reservoir Plan (TARP). The third improvement is the installation
of disinfection technology at the Calumet, Stickney and Terrence J. O’Brien wastewater
treatment plants, and the final improvement to be evaluated here is the implementation of green
infrastructure practices at a level and time frame stipulated by Friends of the Chicago River and
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Openlands, and at a comparison level of investment based on the larger financial commitment
made in the City of Philadelphia.
This study utilizes a survey to elicit information on
stakeholder views and perceptions as well as information
on preferences for various types of green infrastructure
practices; an economic impact study to evaluate effects
of planned improvements on employment, income, and
tax revenue; reported estimates and calculations of the
costs avoided by the completion of TARP and
implementation of green infrastructure; and a discussion
of the enhanced quality of life associated with
improvements in water quality and increased green space
along the Chicago River system.

The peace and tranquility of the river in its
natural state attracts visitors looking for a quiet
respite from urban life.

The analysis used data collected from a range of sources, including the Metropolitan Water
Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRD), regional plans, testimony, court documents
and economic literature. Interviews with members of the steering committee provided expert
input into the data collection process and an online survey provided valuable information on how
stakeholders would be affected by the planned improvements.
Several important definitions and assumptions were made
for this report:
1.

The region of study is the service area of MWRD;
Cook County is used as the economic level for the
economic impact analysis. Note that Cook County
includes portions of the Des Plaines River
watershed.

2.

The first of four neighborhood boathouses will
The following planning horizons are used for the
open in 2013 highlighting the city’s commitment.
components of study: TARP reservoir construction
completion by 2029, disinfection completion at the
Calumet and Terrence J. O’Brien treatment plants by 2016, and green infrastructure within
15 years of the implementation start date. In some cases, the report features discussion of
the effects after completion of all components, which extends beyond the planning horizons
indicated above.

3.

The Chicago River system includes the North Branch of the Chicago River and its three
tributaries, the North Shore Channel, the Main Stem, the South Branch, Bubbly Creek, the
Chicago Sanitary & Ship Canal, the Cal-Sag Channel, and the Calumet River and Little
Calumet.
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Historic Improvement and Beneficial Impact
History of the Chicago River System
The Chicago River has endured numerous manipulations
to better serve the people that made their homes along its
banks. Recognized for its potential to connect the Great
Lakes to the Mississippi River for trade, the once
meandering prairie stream became the backbone of a
burgeoning metropolis. In 1834, the Chicago Harbor
was built at the mouth of the river, deepening the river
mouth and cutting through a large sandbar where the
river met the lake. The Illinois and Michigan Canal (I &
M Canal) was completed in 1848, connecting the
Chicago to the Des Plaines River. Following these
hydrological modifications, Chicago’s population
boomed. Sewage from the growing city was dumped
into the river thereby fouling its waters and also Lake
Michigan’s, the city’s source for drinking water.
The I & M Canal was deepened in 1871 in an attempt to
force the Chicago River flow away from Lake Michigan
as a means of diverting pollution away from the lake.
However the plan was unsuccessful and epidemics of
Chicago River Watershed Map
water borne diseases continued to make large portions
of the population sick. In response to this health crisis, the Chicago Sanitary District (now
known as the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago or MWRD) was
formed and charged with protecting the city’s drinking water supply. Their solution was to more
completely reverse the flow of the river by digging the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal (CSSC).
Completed in 1900, the 28-mile CSSC replaced the I & M Canal as the primary conduit for
Chicago’s sewage and improved passage for ships traveling between the Great Lakes and the
Mississippi River systems. Additional flow from the lake was needed to help flush the CSSC so
the North Shore Channel was dug in 1907 and the Cal-Sag Channel in 1922. The river was
further straightened and miles of its banks replaced with concrete and steel.
While the reversal primarily protected the lake, polluted water still flowed through Chicago’s
communities. To help address this, the MWRD completed its first sewage treatment plant in
1928, followed by Stickney’s two facilities in 1930 and 1939. These plants both received and
treated sewage from the growing region, as well as stormwater runoff from the increasingly
paved over surfaces throughout the watershed.
Household and industrial waste flowed into the same pipes and sewers as the stormwater runoff.
Often during a heavy rain event these combined sewers would fill to capacity and overflow into
the river or back up into people’s basements and flood streets. These combined sewer overflows
Summary Report
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(CSOs) degrade the water quality of the receiving river by introducing bacteria from raw sewage,
increasing flow rates that lead to erosion and sedimentation and reduces the available oxygen for
aquatic life.
By the 1960s, CSOs from 52 communities’ sewer systems over 375 square miles within Cook
County, would discharge to area waterways from over 400 CSO points. This happened
approximately 100 times per year when storms would exceed the capacity of the combined
sewers to transport flow. During particularly heavy storms, the amount of water and sewage
directed to the Chicago River system would be significant enough to cause the waterways to
reach flood stage. Flood gates would be opened, resulting in backflows to Lake Michigan.

Tunnel and Reservoir Plan
In the late 1960s as part of a concerted regional effort to solve CSO-related water problems the
MWRD set out to identify a CSO solution that would:
1. Prevent backflows to Lake Michigan
2. Clean up area waterways, and
3. Reduce basement flooding by providing an outlet for
floodwaters.

After extensive studies, the Tunnel and Reservoir Plan
(TARP) was deemed to be the most efficient and costeffective means of achieving the above three objectives and
was adopted by the MWRD Board of Commissioners in
October 1972 with endorsement from local municipalities
including the City of Chicago.

Combined Sewer Overflows (CSOs) from
outfalls like this degrade water quality when raw
sewage mixes with stormwater and discharges
to the Chicago River.

Conceived as a two-phase project, Phase I of TARP consists of 109.4 miles of tunnels, built nine
to 30 feet in diameter and excavated as deep as 350 feet below the surface. These tunnels are
meant to capture the “first flush” of most polluted runoff during a storm event. The tunnels have
the capacity to hold 2.3 billions gallons of sewage and stormwater runoff that previously would
have discharged into the river system at hundreds of outfall locations. The tunnels slow the
inflow of water to the treatment plants allowing time for treatment and discharge of billions more
gallons of raw sewage and stormwater than before.
Since the first TARP tunnels became operational in 1986 and in conjunction with the more
stringent discharge requirements mandated in the Clean Water Act of 1972 water quality, aquatic
life, and people’s interest in engaging with the Chicago River system showed dramatic
improvements and made the river much healthier for aquatic life.
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BIODIVERSITY INDEX OF FISH SPECIES IN CHICAGO AND CALUMET RIVER
SYSTEMS BETWEEN 1974 AND 2005
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Courtesy of MWRD

Whereas Phase I of TARP addressed the “first flush” of the most highly polluted flow of water
from CSOs, the yet to be complete Phase II is intended to reduce regional flooding as well as
provide further pollution protection with large reservoirs. To complete Phase II, three reservoirs
were planned to hold the stormwater and sewage from the tunnels until the wastewater treatment
plants can process it. The Gloria Alitto Majewski Reservoir, completed in 1998 has a capacity
of 350 million gallons, the planned Thornton Reservoir (scheduled for completion in 2015) will
hold 4.8 billion gallons and McCook Reservoir
(McCook Stage I scheduled for completion in 2017 and
Stage II in 2029) will be constructed with a 10 billion
gallon capacity.
The additional improvements addressed in this study
include the disinfection of effluent at the Terrence J.
O’Brien Wastewater Treatment Plant and the Calumet
Wastewater Treatment Plant in 2015, as well as the
potential impacts of disinfection at Stickney
Wastewater Treatment Plant yet to be considered by the
MWRD.

The river’s allure for relief from a hot day
attracts children despite the lack of bacterial
disinfection in the Chicago Sanitary & Ship
Canal. Courtesy of David Solzman

The impacts of the improvements to date are best
illustrated by evidence of greater public interest in access to the river, increasing commercial and
residential developments that embrace the river, and healthier aquatic communities.
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The Chicago River System and Property Development
Improvements in water quality have created an environment that has resulted in renewed interest
in development along the Chicago River system. It used to be that only industrial plants that
relied on access to the river for the transportation of goods and materials would develop along its
banks. Commercial buildings turned their backs on the river and wealthy Chicagoan’s preferred
living near Lake Michigan, leaving riverfront property with
its higher levels of pollution for poorer residents. In the
1960s the perceived property value of the riverfront began
to change, leading Bertrand Goldberg to construct two
luxury apartment complexes, Marina City in 1964 and
River City in 1987.
Maximizing the value of the river began to gain popularity
and nods to its potential were included in many planning
documents including the 1966 Comprehensive Plan of
Chicago and the 1974 The Riveredge Plan of Chicago
Residential developments embrace their location
along the river with landscaped riverwalks that
which called for recreational opportunities, open space,
add beauty and increased asking prices.
public art, and cultural and historical attractions coupled
with private and public developments including residential buildings along the Main Stem.
In 1999, the City of Chicago convened a group of public, private, and non-profit sector
representatives including Friends and Openlands to develop a guiding document for
developments along the banks of the Chicago River system. Codified into the Chicago Zoning
Ordinance, this municipal approach to protecting the Chicago River for the enjoyment of the
public signified a dramatic shift toward embracing the river as the economic and environmental
asset that it is.
Goals of the Chicago River Corridor Development Plan were to:
•

Create a connected greenway along the river, with continuous multi-use paths along at
least one side of the river.

•

Increase public access to the river through the creation of overlooks and public parks.

•

Restore and protect landscaping and natural habitats along the river, particularly fish
habitat.

•

Develop the river as a recreational amenity, attracting tourists and enhancing Chicago’s
image as a desirable place to live, work, and visit.

•

Encourage economic development compatible with the river as an environmental and
recreational amenity.

The Chicago River Development Plan was followed up with the Chicago River Corridor Design
Guidelines and Standards, most recently revised in 2005 to outline the expectations and
requirements for new developments within 100 feet of the bank of the river.
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With the codification of treatment of the river as an amenity, developments along the river began
to take new shape. The water quality improvements along the Chicago River in the last several
decades have brought new attention to the Chicago River not as a burden but instead as a
potentially profitable business opportunity. Increasingly, trends in development along the
Chicago River show a transition away from industrial uses into residential and commercial
development. The existence of industrial sites along the Chicago River will likely continue to
prosper however the trend towards other uses illuminates the desirability of the Chicago River
for qualitative enjoyment.
In Chicago, the attraction of river views are lauded as premium selling points for residential
towers that now pepper the river’s banks. Near downtown, the market for residential
development has boomed in recent years. Well over 4,000 new residences have been constructed
since the 1990s with at minimum an additional 1,850 under construction or already leasing.

SAMPLE OF RIVER-VIEW DEVELOPMENTS IN DOWNTOWN CHICAGO
FROM 1991 TO PRESENT
Sampling of river-view developments in downtown Chicago from 1991-2008
1991 City Front Place, 480 units
2000 Riverview Condominiums, 100
units
2000 Kinzie Park, 300+ units
2001 River East Center, 62 units
2002 Riverbend Condominiums, 149
units
2002 Domain (conversion), 292 units
2003 Park Place, 164 units

2004 Kingsbury on the Park, 126 units
2004 The Tides, 607 units
2005 The Shoreham, 548 units
2005 Riverview West, 148 units
2008 Trump International Tower, 486 units
2008 Left Bank at K Station, 451 units

Sampling of river-view developments in downtown Chicago
now under construction or leasing
360 W. Hubbard, 450 units
111 W. Wacker, 500 units
435 N. Park, 398 units
345 E. Wacker (Coast at Lakeshore East), 499 units

Additionally, the commercial and business market for river-edge locations is equally attractive.
Recent activity in the commercial sector include the purchase of the Old Main Post Office for
renovation, the completed construction of the 56-story 300 N LaSalle building, the upcoming
ground-breaking of River Point at 444 W. Lake and the planned development of three mixed-use
buildings located on Wolf Point. Not only are new commercial buildings sprouting up along the
banks of the river downtown, but companies that are transplanting large parts of their operations
are doing so along the Chicago River. Some of those companies include Boeing (2001),
MillerCoors (2009), DeVry Online Services (2012) and Motorola Mobility (2013).
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Increasing river-front development is not limited to
downtown Chicago. The award-winning residential
development Fay’s Point in Blue Island embodies the
highest attainable degree of integration with its location
along the Cal-Sag Channel and the Little Calumet
River. Loyola Academy in Glenview has invested in
improvements to its river-edge properties as amenities
for its current and potential enrollees.

City of Chicago and
Chicago Park District Investments

The award-winning Fay’s Point development in
Blue Island, Illinois perfectly illustrates
integrated techniques for access, stormwater
management and habitat creation.

The Chicago River system is valued as an amenity for regional citizens who live and work along
its banks, and for those who come to it to play as well. As the Chicago River’s water quality
improves paddlers, anglers, bird watchers, bicyclists, hikers and those simply looking for a quiet
respite are finding an environmental resource unparalleled in any major U.S. metropolitan area.
From Skokie to Summit, residents and visitors embrace
the Chicago River system as a vital part of their
connection to the natural world within our urban and
suburban environment.
Evidence of this abounds. Rowing teams glide past flocks
of ducks while being observed by pedestrians strolling
along the river’s banks. River-edge diners wave at
passing water taxis from their tables along the downtown
Riverwalk. From aboard their tour boats, Chicago
Architecture Foundation docents captivate their audiences
about notable buildings, new and old, that line the banks
of the river, their echoes floating in the evening air as pods
of kayakers drift en masse waiting to cross the river at the
South Branch. When at one time these uses would be
inconceivable, advances in water quality fueled by the
desire for people to have access to nature has created a
market that was not even plausible just decades ago.

Ping Tom Memorial Park already supports
river-edge activities including fishing and a
water taxi stop, and will soon open a boat
house for paddling access.

Regionally, municipalities are investing in river-edge

amenities and river-based businesses continue to sprout
up along the river’s banks. From 1998-2009 the City of
Chicago and Chicago Park District invested nearly $93
million in river-edge property and improvement. As
discussed in Sections V and VI of this study, those
investments returned over $250 million to the region in
business and tax revenue and labor income.
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Thousands of paddlers and at least 13 high
school and college crew teams paddle or row on
the Chicago River daily during the summer
season.
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From land acquisition to the construction of boat launches and underbridge connections that link
trails along the river, the City of Chicago and the Chicago Park District, as well as other
municipalities such as Evanston, Northbrook, and Blue Island recognize that access to a clean
river is as much a right as access to clean air.
Investments into and use of the river has grown as the water has gotten cleaner. Following the
Phase I completion of TARP existing river-based businesses and activities grew. In 1993, the
Chicago Architectural Foundation began their docent-guided boat tours of the Chicago River.
That same year Friends’ began their urban canoe trips proving that people did want recreational
access to the Chicago River. While water taxi service began as early as 1962, it wasn’t until
1996 that the market realized substantial growth. In 2000, canoe and kayak liveries began
opening along the river’s banks. In 2008, there were seven high school and college crew teams
and rowing clubs using the river. In 2013, there are at least 12 with more in the planning stages.
Unlike the lakefront, the Chicago River’s 156-mile system also provides unrivaled opportunities
for recreation throughout dozens of communities. Enhancements to access include the upcoming
completion of four Chicago River boathouses in Chicago, estimated to cost $16 million
collectively. A new motorized boat launch was added at Western Avenue in 2008 and
numerous launches and docks pepper the Calumet region to the south and the North Shore
Channel on the north supported by restaurants, pubs, and marine supply and service businesses.

The Chicago Riverwalk – An Emerging Example
Recognizing the intrinsic draw of the river’s edge and the potential to create a new center of
recreational and economic activity, in March 2013 the City of Chicago announced plans and
funding for the final two phases of its downtown
Riverwalk. In 2009, the Phase I expansion of the
Chicago Riverwalk cost approximately $20 million to
build, employed construction-related workers and
enabled more than ten businesses to operate along the
redesigned and expanded promenade.
With construction slated to begin in 2014, Chicago
Mayor Rahm Emanuel announced that Phases II and III
of the Chicago Riverwalk, which will complete the
The Chicago Riverwalk, when complete will
connect 1.3 miles of river-front trail from Lake
span from Lake Michigan to Lake Street will cost an
Michigan to Lake Street.
estimated $100 million and bring 400 construction jobs
and 400 permanent jobs to the region. Based on a Sasaki study commissioned by the Chicago
Department of Transportation, the potential fiscal and economic benefits of a revitalized Chicago
Riverwalk are substantial, as referenced on the following page.
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REPORTED ECONOMIC AND FISCAL IMPACTS OF CHICAGO
RIVERWALK INVESTMENT
Economic Impacts

Fiscal Impacts

Reinforce Chicago as a world class tourist
destination

Enhance nearby property values and increase
City’s property tax base

Support hotel nights downtown

Enhance parking revenue due to increased tourism

Increase expenditures at existing retailers
(additional support for service sector jobs)

Additional revenue from hotel tax

Support spin-off tourist industries

New retail sales tax revenue (state and local)

Create short-term construction jobs

Ground lease revenue to the City

Create long-term service sector jobs

New revenue from local business tax (county level)

Encourage repeat tourist visitation by
enhancing the riverfront and surrounding
physical environment

New income tax revenue (state level)
Sales tax revenue on materials used for
construction (state level)

Source: CDOT 2012

Drawing comparisons from similar linear destinations like the San Antonio Riverwalk, the New
York High Line, the Rose F. Kennedy Greenway and the Schuylkill Banks the report, based also
on 2010 data from the Chicago Offices of Tourism + Culture projects average annual attendance
of 2.8 million (CDOT, 2012). To illustrate the benefits from investment into the Chicago
Riverwalk, the Sasaki team calculated impacts related to lodging, parking and their associated
taxes using low to high estimate scenarios. According to the study, the net new tax revenue from
lodging and parking alone would add between $354,000 and $1.8 million to the city coffers
annually, depending on whether the low or high estimates are used (CDOT, 2012). Those
numbers do not take into account the economic impacts of job creation and business revenue.
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Methodology
This study relied on several approaches and methods to evaluate economic impacts and
associated benefits from the planned improvements:

Economic Impact Analysis
Economic impact analysis measures how policies, programs, projects or other activity affect the
size and structure of the economy of a given area. The total economic impacts of construction
and operation of TARP, disinfection, green infrastructure, as well as select river-related
investments to date by the City of Chicago and Chicago Park District are estimated using
IMPLAN PROTM (Impact for Planning Analysis). IMPLAN used to create an accounting
framework for a specified area that traces spending and consumption between different economic
sectors. In this analysis, direct and secondary impacts are reported as business revenues,
employment, labor income, other income and state, county and local taxes.
In addition to economic impact analysis, the avoided costs from reduced flood damage
associated with TARP are provided as reported by MWRD, and the avoided costs of treatment
associated with green infrastructure are calculated by estimating the reduction in the volume of
water requiring treatment. The costs are estimated using data on rainfall volume and frequency,
green infrastructure capacity by land-use type and costs of treatment from MWRD.

Green Infrastructure Composition and Costs
A feasible composition of green infrastructure for a $500 million regional investment was
developed based on design retention capacities of appropriate technologies, existing land use
proportions in Cook County from the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP),
practicable technologies for those types of land use, costs by type of practice from the Center for
Neighborhood Technology’s National Stormwater Management Calculator, and reviews of
existing green infrastructure visions, and interviews with relevant planners and policy makers in
the region. Based on an assessment using this information, an investment of $500 million over
15 years will yield approximately 23.5 million gallons of cumulative design retention capacity
per storm event in Chicago.
By comparison, the City of Philadelphia plans to spend $1.67 billion over 25 years on green
infrastructure. The green infrastructure composition evaluated in this report is scaled up to a
comparable level of investment as Philadelphia, using the same mix of technologies and average
costs for comparison.

Quality of Life Discussion
The benefits from an enhanced quality of life are discussed in the context of evaluating the full
impact of improvements to the Chicago River system. This includes a discussion and survey of
economic literature on improvements in water quality and enhanced green space as measured
through property values, outdoor recreation value and general willingness to pay.
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Stakeholder Survey
A survey of 46 stakeholders identified by Friends of the Chicago River and Openlands was
conducted to understand how river-related organizations used the Chicago River and their
opinions on the planned improvements. The stakeholders represented recreation interests,
municipal organizations, river-related businesses, real estate development and a small proportion
of other activities. The various interests of the stakeholders included primary contact recreation,
secondary contact recreation, withdrawal, receiving water body use, amenity and navigation or
transportation. All associated waterways of the Chicago River are used by the stakeholder
survey respondents
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Summary of Economic Impacts of Current
and Proposed Improvements
City of Chicago and Chicago Park District Investments
Investments in the Chicago River by the City of Chicago and Chicago Park District totaling $93
million from 1998-2009 have made large contributions to the region and improved the quality of
life for residents and visitors.
These investments have in turn contributed nearly $160 million in business revenues, $83.75
million in labor and other income, supported over 1,000 jobs lasting at least one yearand over $3
million in associated tax revenues to Cook County. Further, through operation and maintenance,
the investments contribute an additional $5.63 million in business revenues, $3 million in total
income, support for 60 jobs and $210,000 in taxes annually.
Table 1 shows that the total economic impact from construction of all facilities over the 12 year
period is estimated to be nearly $160 million in business revenues, $84 million in total income,
support of over 1,000 job years and the generation of $3.37 in tax revenues. The impacts from
the operation and maintenance of the projects provides an additional $5.63 million in business
revenues, $3.10 million in total income, supports 60 jobs and $210,000 in tax revenues annually.

ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF CITY OF CHICAGO AND CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT
INVESTMENTS IN THE CHICAGO RIVER FROM 1998-2009.
Impacts of Capital Expenditures (Construction)
Business Revenues Generated
Income Generated

$159.58
$83.75

Annual Impacts of Operating Project
Business Revenues

$5.63

Income

$3.10

Employment*

1,111

Employment

State, County and Local Taxes
Generated

$3.37

State, County and Local Taxes
Generated

60
$0.21

*Impacts associated for capital expenditures are cumulative for the entire construction phase of
each project. For construction, employment impacts refer the total number of jobs created or
supported during the construction phase that lasted or will last at least one year. Income
includes salaries, wages, corporate income, dividends and income for self-employed persons.
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TARP
Completion of TARP will significantly reduce or eliminate combined sewer overflows, reduce
flood risk, improve water quality, help stakeholders meet their objectives and contribute
significant business revenues, income, jobs and tax revenues to the local economy.
The $2.33 billion investment in the construction and operation of Phase I of TARP is estimated
to have contributed over $4.1 billion in business revenues, $2.1 billion in income and supported
over 24,000 jobs lasting at least one year to the Cook County economy.
The $1.2 billion investment in Phase II of TARP is estimated to contribute an additional $2
billion in business revenue, $1.1 billion in income and support more than 12,000 jobs. In
addition, the operation of Phase II of TARP is estimated to support $30 million in business
revenues, $15.6 million in income and provide 170 jobs, annually.
Total construction costs for TARP as reported by MWRD total $3.61 billion. Construction of
Phase I of the project cost was $2.33 billion including the already completed Majewski
Reservoir, and construction for Phase II, is expected to cost $1.2 billion when fully complete.
Avoided Costs from TARP (as reported by MWRD)
MWRD cites that the Majewski Reservoir has reduced flood costs in the communities it serves
by $250 million since its completion in 1998. Further, MWRD projects that the McCook
Reservoir will provide more than $90 million per year in flood damage reduction benefits to
people in 37 communities, and that the Thornton Reservoir will reduce flood damage costs by
$40 million per year to people in 15 communities.
Summary of Economic Impacts of TARP
The following table summarizes the estimates of the cumulative economic impacts over the life
of TARP Phase I, and for the planned completion of TARP Phase II.
SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC IMPACTS FROM PHASE I AND PHASE II
TARP INVESTMENTS
TARP Phase I
Impacts of Capital Expenditures (Construction)

Annual Impacts of Operating Project

Business Revenues
Generated

$4,052.16

Business Revenues

$45.08

Income Generated

$2,080.21

Income

$31.76

Employment*
State, County and
Local Taxes Generated

20

24,637
$124.09

Employment
State, County and
Local Taxes Generated

Friends of the Chicago River and Openlands

230
$2.81
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TARP Phase II
Impacts of Capital Expenditures (Construction)

Annual Impacts of Operating Project

Business Revenues
Generated

$2,085.75

Business Revenues

$30.33

Income Generated

$1,070.74

Income

$15.57

Employment*

12,670

Employment

State, County and
Local Taxes Generated

$63.87

State, County and Local
Taxes Generated

170
$0.93

*Impacts associated for capital expenditures are cumulative for the entire construction phase of
each project. For construction, employment impacts refer the total number of jobs created or
supported during the construction phase that lasted or will last at least one year. Income
includes salaries, wages, corporate income, dividends and income for self-employed persons.

Stakeholder Views on TARP
Stakeholders surveyed viewed TARP as an important and favorable solution for preventing
combined sewer overflows (CSOs), and more importantly for enhancing and improving
recreational opportunity both on and along the River. Most felt that the completion of TARP
could lead to an increased scenic and amenity value of the Chicago River. Most respondents felt
that completion of TARP would benefit their business and 70% indicated that they expected
TARP to improve their ability to meet their organization’s objectives.

Planned and Proposed Disinfection
Installation of disinfection equipment at the Calumet, Terrence J. O’Brien, and Stickney
wastewater treatment plants will support increased recreation activity on the Chicago River, help
stakeholders meet their objectives and support local businesses and job creation.
Completion of the installation of disinfection technologies at the Calumet and Terrence J.
O’Brien wastewater treatment plants is estimated to cost $109 million and will result in nearly
$188 million in business revenues and $96 million in labor income, support more than 1,100 jobs
and generate over $16 million in tax revenue. The operation of the two plants will continue and
generate over $8 million in business revenues, $5.8 million in total income, support 45 jobs and
generate over $500,000 in tax revenues, annually.
Installation of the proposed UV disinfection at the Stickney plant is estimated to cost just over
$300 million and in turn, contribute nearly $527 million in business revenues, over $270 million
in total income, support 3,202 jobs lasting at least one year, and generate over $16 million in tax
revenues. Operation of the plant will contribute an additional $13.51 million in business
revenues, $9.5 million in total income, support 73 jobs and generate $840,000 in tax revenues,
annually.
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Disinfection Costs
The processes selected for disinfection are chlorination and dechlorination for Calumet, and
ultraviolet irradiation (UV) with low pressure high output lamps for Terrence J. O’Brien.
Estimated capital costs for construction at the two plants totals just more than $109 million.
Costs of proposed implementation of UV disinfection technology at the Stickney plant are
estimated to be $306 million.
Summary of Economic Impacts of Disinfection
SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC IMPACTS FROM DISINFECTION AT CALUMET AND
TERRENCE J. O’BRIEN WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANTS
Disinfection at Calumet and Terrence J. O’Brien Wastewater Treatment Plants
Impacts of Capital Expenditures
(Construction)

Annual Impacts of Operating Project

Business Revenues
Generated

$187.58

Income Generated

$96.30

Business Revenues

$8.24

Income

$5.81

Employment*

1,141

Employment

State, County and
Local Taxes Generated

$5.74

State, County and
Local Taxes Generated

45
$0.51

*Impacts associated for capital expenditures are cumulative for the entire construction phase of
each project. For construction, employment impacts refer the total number of jobs created or
supported during the construction phase that lasted or will last at least one year. Income
includes salaries, wages, corporate income, dividends and income for self-employed persons.

SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC IMPACTS FROM PROPOSED DISINFECTION AT THE
STICKNEY WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT
UV Disinfection at the Stickney Wastewater Treatment Plants
Impacts of Capital Expenditures (Construction)

Annual Impacts of Operating Project

Business Revenues Generated

$526.60

Business Revenues

Income Generated

$270.33

Income

Employment*
State, County and Local Taxes
Generated

3,202
$16.13

Employment
State, County and Local Taxes
Generated

$13.51
$9.52
73
$0.84

*Impacts associated for capital expenditures are cumulative for the entire construction phase of
each project. For construction, employment impacts refer the total number of jobs created or
supported during the construction phase that lasted or will last at least one year. Income
includes salaries, wages, corporate income, dividends and income for self-employed persons.
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Stakeholder Views on Disinfection
Disinfection was seen by 60% of survey respondents as providing positive benefits on days when
there has not been a CSO event. The majority of respondents (64%) also believe that disinfection
will increase the availability of recreation opportunities for fishing, boating, and swimming in
the river system.

Green Infrastructure
Construction of green infrastructure in the region associated with a $500 million investment over
15 years is estimated to create 23.5 million gallons of retention capacity within 15 years.
This investment would contribute $864 million in business revenues, $477 million in income,
support over 9,600 jobs and generate almost $31 million in tax revenue from construction, and
generate an additional $6.46 million in business revenue, $3.4 million in income, 49 jobs and
$210,000 in tax revenue, annually from operation and maintenance.
By comparison, green infrastructure at the scale of investment comparable to the City of
Philadelphia at nearly $1.7 billion could contribute close to $2.9 billion in business revenues,
nearly $1.6 billion in income and over 32,000 jobs.
Definition of Green Infrastructure
Green infrastructure specifically designed for stormwater
management can improve water quality, reduce local
flooding and reduce costs of stormwater treatment. Green
infrastructure also provides other important services such
as greenhouse gas mitigation, habitat provision, recreation
opportunities and scenic views. Examples of green
infrastructure for stormwater management include
bioswales, native plants, rain gardens, rain barrels, porous
pavement, stormwater trees, green roofs and other
infiltration practices.
An illustrative composition of green infrastructure for a
$500 million investment over 15 years is developed for
this study based on land use and practicable technologies.

Green infrastructure techniques including rain
gardens, permeable pavers and native plants
enable stormwater to absorb into the ground
instead into combined sewers.

Comparison to Other Cities: Philadelphia and NYC
By comparison, the City of Philadelphia has committed to investing $1.67 billion in green
infrastructure over 25 years and the City of New York has committed $1 billion over 20 years.
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Avoided Costs from Green Infrastructure
Green infrastructure retains stormwater, and reduces the volume of stormwater requiring
treatment at MWRD facilities. This results in water treatment cost savings. The estimated cost
savings are based on the assumption that a gallon of stormwater retained by green infrastructure
reduces by one gallon the amount of water treated at the MWRD’s wastewater treatment
facilities.
Based on estimates of rainfall events and cumulative retention capacity over 15 years, a $500
million investment in green infrastructure would result in keeping 1.4 billion gallons of
stormwater out of the treatment cost. This would save a total of about $1,874,522 in treatment
costs. An investment over this same 15 year time period at a level comparable to Philadelphia
would result in much larger cost savings, with an estimated present value of avoided costs of
$4,566,811.
Summary of Economic Impacts of Green Infrastructure
The following table shows a summary of the economic impacts in Cook County from the $500
million investment in green infrastructure over 15 years.
ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF A $500 MILLION INVESTMENT IN GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE (MONETARY FIGURES REPORTED IN $MILLIONS,
CONSTANT 2010 DOLLARS)
$500 Million Investment in Green Infrastructure
Impacts of Capital Expenditures (Construction)

Annual Impacts of Operating Project

Business Revenues Generated

$864.34

Business Revenues Generated

$27.75

Income Generated

$476.77

Income Generated

$15.26

Employment*
State, County and Local Taxes
Generated

9,629
$30.57

Employment
State, County and Local Taxes
Generated

268
$0.98

*Impacts associated for capital expenditures are cumulative for the entire construction phase of
each project. For construction, employment impacts refer the total number of jobs created or
supported during the construction phase that lasted or will last at least one year. Income
includes salaries, wages, corporate income, dividends and income for self-employed persons.

By comparison, the next table shows the economic impacts if this level of green infrastructure
was scaled up the investment level in Philadelphia.
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ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT EQUIVALENT
TO THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA’S LONG-TERM GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
PROGRAM (MONETARY IMPACTS REPORTED IN $MILLIONS)
Green Infrastructure Implementation at Philadelphia Scale of Investment
Impacts of Capital Expenditures (Construction)

Annual Impacts of Operating Project

Business Revenues Generated

$2,886.52

Business Revenues Generated

Income Generated

$1,592.42

Income Generated

Employment*
State, County and Local Taxes
Generated

32,156
$101.94

$120.50
$66.26

Employment

1,162

State, County and Local
Taxes Generated

$4.26

*Impacts associated for capital expenditures are cumulative for the entire construction phase of
each project. For construction, employment impacts refer the total number of jobs created or
supported during the construction phase that lasted or will last at least one year. Income
includes salaries, wages, corporate income, dividends and income for self-employed persons.

Stakeholders Views on Green Infrastructure
Nearly 80% of stakeholders felt that green infrastructure would be an effective stormwater
management strategy but also felt that the non-stormwater benefits could be equally or more
important. In addition, most stakeholders indicated that green infrastructure would help their
organization meet its objectives.
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Quality of Life
Stakeholders also believe that improvements to the
Chicago River will enhance their quality of life through
increased recreation opportunity and improve scenic
attributes.
Studies show significant benefits associated with
improved water quality and enhanced green space,
indicating the importance of measuring the additional
benefits from investments in the Chicago River.
In addition to regional economic impacts, environmental
enhancements can improve the quality of life for
Navigation on the river takes on many forms
from recreational motor and sail boats to
residents and visitors to the region. When asked how
industrial barges, commercial tour boats and
the Chicago River system contributed to quality of life,
human-powered crafts like kayaks and canoes.
80% of the survey respondents identified either
opportunities for safe, quality personal recreation or improved scenic quality. The outcomes of
planned improvements discussed in this report such as reduced CSOs and wastewater
disinfection can contribute to additional recreational uses of the river through improved water
quality and recreational use designation, while further investments in riverine parks, trails and
other amenities can further contribute to activity and improve scenic quality in areas along the
river.
Property values are a commonly used approach to measuring the economic value of waterrelated amenities. Estimates from the economic literature consistently show property value
increases from improved water quality, including
reductions in fecal coliform and total suspended solids, as
well as increased green and open space. The results of
the these and other studies indicate that the property value
increase associated with different types of enhanced green
space ranges from a low of 1% to 5% to a high of 15% to
30%. Depending on the type of green space investments,
the affected properties may be near and along the river or
could extend beyond depending on access to the
riverfront. A recent study by Joe Schwieterman at
A City of Chicago zoning ordinance requires a
setback to allow for public access along the river
DePaul University, states the equalized assessed value
which attracts pedestrian traffic like on this
walkway to Navy Pier.
of properties within an 800 foot buffer of the Chicago
River was $10.22 billion in 2006 (Schwieterman 2010).
Green infrastructure plans for the region will likely extend well beyond the 800 foot buffer
indicating the large potential benefits from even a small increase in property value associated
with green infrastructure. However, it is important to note that the resulting effect of investments
in river improvements on property value will depend highly on the type, function, scale and
location of green space.
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The Chicago River presents a unique opportunity for recreation given its accessibility throughout
the city, suburbs, and reach beyond the lakefront. Recreation opportunities that rely on direct
contact with the water can be enhanced with improvements in water quality, while increased
green space near the river can improve indirect contact or non-contact activities for recreation
along the river. The value of recreation goes beyond recreation expenditure, jobs and associated
revenues. Since many recreation activities like walking, picnicking or swimming cost little to no
money, estimates of welfare are used to measure value above and beyond expenditure is used.
These estimates show the value of a common recreation activity to be between $10-$40 per
person, per trip, depending on the type of activity, which could lead to significantly large
aggregate values for recreation activity on and along the Chicago River annually, as
improvements are made.
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Conclusions
This report details the economic impacts from improvements to the Chicago River from
investments in river amenities, completion of TARP, installation of disinfection technology at
three wastewater treatment plants and implementation of green infrastructure in the region. The
findings support the following key messages.
•
•
•
•
•
•

A clean, accessible Chicago River is good for our economy.
The rate of return on investment for these improvements is 70%.
Finishing the Tunnel and Reservoir Plan sooner will reduce flood damage faster.
Removing stormwater through green infrastructure saves money.
New parks and public amenities increase property value and quality of life.
People want the Chicago River to be part of their lives.

It is important to note that the benefits from an improved Chicago River system go far beyond
the economic impacts from construction and operation of new and updated facilities. The
investments contribute to important outcomes like improved water quality, reduced flood risk,
increased recreation opportunity and scenic amenities. These benefits can improve the quality of
life for residents and attract more visitors to the Chicago area in the future.

To download the complete technical report, please visit www.chicagoriver.org or
www.openlands.org.

Chicago Riverwalk Courtesy of the Chicago Park District.
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Children enjoying the river at Clark Park.
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